
CARE ETHICS

• Introduction to feminist care ethics

• Morality based on relationships of caring

• Criticisms of Kohlberg’s moral development 

• Social networks and caring

• Friendships more fluid 

• Animals and care ethics

• Learning outcomes 2: Apply appropriate philosophical theory to popular cultural texts

• Assignment questions: Analyse one form of popular culture in relation to philosophical theory 
(or theories) studied on the module (e.g. feminist care ethics, eastern philosophies, 
existentialism, shame etc.). 
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CARE ETHICS

• Distinguish between knowledge and opinion

• The notion of truth 

• Philosophy – focused on reason and logic 

• Emotion seen as detracting from rational thought/pursuit

• Feminists – connections with others are relevant

• Caring connections with others – networks
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FEMINIST CARE ETHICS

• Kant (1724-1804) equated moral reasoning with impartial/objective thinking

• Emotions were not important in reasoning

• Feminists – care and emotion are important for moral decision making

• Carol Gilligan (In a Different Voice) critiqued Kohlberg’s stages of moral 
development 
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KOHLBERG’S THEORY OF 
MORAL DEVELOPMENT 
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CRITICISMS

• Kohlberg’s theory has justice perspective 

• Focuses on rights of individual, one stands 
alone and independently (research was based 
on males)

• Gilligan’s care perspective views people in terms 
of connectedness with others

• Women are more likely to interpret moral 
dilemmas in terms of human relationships
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CARE PERSPECTIVE 

• Typical of women 

• Focus on concrete responsibilities and emotional bonds from caring relationships

• Each situation is different – general rules might not apply 

• Care perspective insists that personal relationships are not to be ignored

• Most relationships are based on unequal relationships, dependency and responsibility 

• We are all weak and vulnerable and need protection/nurturance from caring 
relationships
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CRITIQUE OF CARE ETHICS

• Criticisms include morality based on emotional connection is unreliable 

• Emotions are fickle and not always under control

• Nel Noddings (2.22 mins)– two kinds of caring

• Natural caring

• spontaneous concern for those we care for

• Ethical caring

• recognise the goodness of caring relationship; 

• caring becomes our ethical ideal 

• may require a conscious decision and effort
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https://youtu.be/7rVDDot3W7k


FACEBOOK AND GENDER

• Facebook – part of how we define friendship in the 21st

century

• Care ethics – good way of analysing Facebook 

• Caring relationship (‘a rich reciprocal relationship that includes 
a genuine concern for one another through listening and 
maintaining a desire for mutual growth and flourishing’ 
Wittkower, 2010:137). 

• We care about SOME Facebook friends. 

• Information about lives in order to care

• May drop friends so as not to care
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FACEBOOK AND CARING 

• Close friends and relatives

• Acquaintances may have less caring

• Friends as fluid on Facebook and other social media! 
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GENDER AND SOCIAL MEDIA 

• Gender shapes how people make sense of themselves and 
social relationships

• Including profile pictures and images on social media 

• Gendered differences (Rose et al. 2012) suggest:-

• Being attractive important more for women 

• Being active and independent more important for men

• Twitter – differences about who sends tweets and who affirms 
tweets (see Kerr and Schmeichel, 2018)
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CARING FOR ANIMALS

• Noddings – humans have moral obligations to 
animals

• Care ethics applies to animals

• Care ethics rooted in dependency i.e. dependent 
animals

• Providing food/shelter

• Connection between feminism, animal advocacy, 
environmental ethics, holistic health movements 
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SUMMARY
• Feminist Care ethics challenges morality as only based on rationality 

• Instead, relationships of care are important

• Context specific rather than abstract principles applying to everyone 

• Two kinds of care – natural and ethical caring

• Facebook – relationships of caring to greater/less extents

• Nature of friendships – more fluid on social networks

• Care ethics – application to animals and non humans (plants etc.). 

• Learning outcomes 2: Apply appropriate philosophical theory to popular cultural texts

• Assignment questions: Analyse one form of popular culture in relation to philosophical theory 
(or theories) studied on the module (e.g. feminist care ethics, eastern philosophies, 
existentialism, shame etc.). 
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